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The Engineer’s Cab
Eric Payne
Hello Again Everyone! May is upon us, and the weather is predictable (sunny, with the usual rainstorm occasionally)! This Newsletter includes the April GSMTS Review (It is 3 pages long, so be sure sit down and enjoy Tim’s review), an update on the April
Gaithersburg show as well as some railfanning by Paul and the usual DCC and web gems. Also, check out the Time Machine (it
features martin’s first DCC write-up from 2004) and the Club Calendar.
In Club News, please welcome Club Rick Dunstan to the BANTRAK Leadership Team (BLT doesn't stand for Bacon, Lettuce and Tomato in this case, mmmmm bacon.) Anyway, Rick was nice enough to step in on a short term basis (until December) to fill the role
of Secretary/2nd VP. Rick has experience in this role in the past, and has already provided us with some ideas and examples for
Meeting Notes as well as provided some feedback on Club issues. Welcome Rick, and thank you for volunteering.
For those of you keeping up with BANTRAK via the Newsletter (and unable to attend Club Meetings and Events), we try and include a quick summary/review of the last Club meeting. Our last meeting
was hosted by the Club at the April GSMTS in Timonium, Md. Topics discussed included Show & Tell, Financial review, Show Reviews/Previews,
Trailer storage, Club Business (2nd VP position) and zero (0) motions for
spending Club Funds.

Inside this issue…

The May meeting will be at the T-Trak event in Bowie and the June
Meeting will be in Baltimore (see BANTRAK Calendar on last page.) The
big thing in May is going to be researching a trailer to purchase, so we can
vote on it at the May meeting, that way, we can start the purchase process. As always, DON’T FORGET TO BRING YOUR SHOW & TELL .
The Current agenda items for the next Club Meeting include:
 Show & Tell (items you just bought, created or found)
 Show Reviews/Previews - N-Trak & T-Trak
 Club Business update
- DCC Loconet - (Martin Myers)
- Club Car Committee update (Bob Mohr)
- Club Organization update (Tim Nixon)
- Trailer Committee update (Eric Payne)
 Call for New Club Business
On another note, If you have a module, or you want to build a module,
be sure to check out the Club Calendar for Work Session this Summer. All
the older CLUB modules need TLC and most PERSONAL modules need a
new coat of scenery. These dates were set up in response to feedback
about “the need for some upkeep”. So “Save the Date” and come on out!
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Next meeting…
Sunday, May 19th, 2013 @ 2-3pm
Location Host: Club
Location: T-Trak Event, Bowie, MD.
(contact Jeff Peck for directions)

As a constant reminder, please remember, we are a volunteer driven organization so “More Hands = Less Work” and above all… “Keep It Fun”.
Eric
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GSMTS Review: And Now For Something Complexly Different
Tim Nixon & Jeff Peck
Different… that word seems to best describe the April 2013 Scale Show. We had a different person (Martin) hauling the trailer from a different storage location, we set up in a
different area (south wing), we used a different method to connect Loconet, we had a
different set of new and unique gremlins to deal with, and going forward we will have a
different schedule for the Scale Shows. Somehow stealing a line from Monty Python to
describe this show seems appropriate.
Friday April 12th, set-up day, was overcast and breezy, with occasional bouts of rain. The
advanced contingent from BANTRAK, lead by the Hyland’s, arrived shortly before noon
and headed for our normal set-up area in the north wing. Upon arrival, they were informed that for this show, BANTRAK would be set-up in the south wing with the dealers,
and they headed there to stake out our territory. I arrived shortly thereafter, and after
going to the north week myself, took my vehicle to the south wing to unload. Martin
arrived towing the trailer about 12:30, and luckily I had just completed unloading and
taken my vehicle to the parking, so I was able to direct him to the proper location without him having to do a drive-by of the north wing too. The trailer was quickly unloaded
in an all-hands effort, then Martin and I took the trailer and parked it outside next to the
loading dock on the west side of the building, since unlike the north wing there is no
where to store it inside the building.
While most members started setting up modules and getting them in their approximate
positions, while the TTrak team set up tables; not only those for the TTrak layout but also
the sales tables and those for the Ntrak layout. Meanwhile, another team under the
direction of Martin and Bob Mohr started installing the new Loconet harnesses on member modules. These new harnesses will make installing Loconet at future shows much
quicker and easier, since we no longer have to run long Loconet cables, and instead will
just install short 1’ jumper cables between modules. The boxes on the harnesses include
extra jacks to use for installing UP5 panels and radio towers. Most of the club modules
(yard & corners) had these harnesses installed at the work session in November at Skip’s
house in anticipation of using it for the Festival of Trains at the B&O; however some issues delayed its implementation until this show. All Ntrak modules used at this show
had the harnesses installed by Martin and Bob, with some help from John Hale. We will
be using this new system at all future shows, so if your module wasn’t used in this show
you will need to make arrangements to have it installed before the next show (currently
Bedford).
Once the installation of the Loconet harnesses was well underway, the first leveling crew
started setting up the Ntrak yard and then proceeded around the layout clockwise. A
second leveling crew started once harness installation was complete and proceeded
counterclockwise around the layout from the yard. The two teams met and completed
final clamp-down on the yard just before the targeted time of 3 PM. While most of the
club members turned their efforts toward preparing the Ntrak layout (installing joiner
tracks, hooking up electrical wiring, installing skirting and stanchions, etc.), the oNeTrak
contingent started setting up their modules. Laying out the oNeTrak branch took a little
longer that normal, since the coordinator (yours truly) hadn’t been able to develop a
layout plan for the oNeTrak branch, which featured some new (and yes different) modules for this show; a 2-module yard that I had been working on and two 45-degree transition modules done by John Hale.. We finally figured out a workable arrangement and
got all the oNeTrak modules clamped down by about 5 PM, and which point all efforts
turned to getting the layout ready to run. Work on the main Ntrak layout was completed
by around 7 PM, but electrical gremlins on the oNeTrak branch and the brown line
(Auxiliary AC Power) wiring kept Martin, John Hale and myself busy till about 8:15.
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GSMTS : April Review (continued
(continued))
Tim Nixon & Jeff Peck

Saturday morning turned out to be clear and sunny, with temperatures in the mid60’s, much to the disappointment of show organizers who were hoping for bad weather to keep people indoors at a train show instead of outside working in their yards.
Crowds were a bit lighter than usual for a Scale Show, but there were still quite a few
people who stopped by to enjoy the BANTRAK layouts. Trains ran well on all the layouts (Ntrak, oNeTrak and TTrak) most of the day, with just the occasional derailment
or accident. Runners included John Hasson, Rick Dunstan, Bob Mohr, Al Potter, Paul
Diley and myself on the Ntrak layout, Eric and myself on oNeTrak and the usual suspects on TTrak. Ken Greenhorn, Arthur Boyd, Eric and Leslie Dunstan manned the club
sales table.
Weather on Sunday was similar to Saturday, again disappointing show organizers, and
crowds were sparser than Saturday. I’d love to say that trains ran well all day, but unfortunately that would be untrue; Sunday was the day of new and unusual bugs
(something completely different). The first gremlin of the day started during the first
shift, with Red line dead from the block boundary at the end of the Yard to the Lift
Bridge. Troubleshooting found a loose plug on the hinged end of the Lift Bridge. The
second gremlin surfaced right after noon while I was running DCC on Red Line and Rick
& Leslie starting running DC on Blue line. Right after Rick left the yard we started
getting intermittent shorts on Blue line in the block near the oNeTrak branch; assuming it was a block polarity issue I reversed the Blue line throttle and saw my Red line
train immediately go into reverse. We quickly discovered that somehow Red and Blue
lines had been cross-connected and we were feeding DCC and DC to both Red and
Blue line in that block; since things had worked fine on Saturday in theory nothing had
changed, we were puzzled as to why this was just now showing up. After about 20
minutes of troubleshooting we were able to isolate the problem to one of Martin’s 2’
cross-over modules (used to access the orange line on the banjo modules to oNeTrak),
where we discovered that a set of plugs used to support the original cross-over function had evidently come loose and incorrectly reconnected. These plugs were reconnected properly and normal operations resumed for a short while before gremlin #3
appeared on the DCC system; resulting in numerous “Slot Max” warnings, loss of engine control, and loss of track power. Resetting the command station didn’t fix the
problem, but resetting the whole DCC system did; it appeared the problem was that
the CMOS battery had died on one or more of the DCC systems which caused them to
default to their original configuration on start-up and they were fighting each other for
control. At this point operations returned more or less to normal, which was good
because it was time to hold the April club meeting; Eric chose to start the meeting at 2
PM (normal club meeting time), instead of the 3 PM time previously advertised, since
most members were there and an earlier ending to the meeting would allow an earlier
start to teardown. Runners on Saturday included Al Potter, Eric Payne, Paul Diley, Rick
& Leslie Dunstan, John Hale, Jeff & Christian Peck and myself. Rick, Leslie, Paul and
Vicky manned the club sales table for the day.
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GSMTS : April Review (continued
(continued))
Tim Nixon & Jeff Peck

Just before 3:30 all lines were converted to DC and the DCC system was shut down,
allowing us to start dismantling Loconet and oNeTrak. At 3:45 the last train was
stopped in the Yard, power was cut to all lines and the lift bridge was opened, at which
point teardown commenced in earnest. At 3:15 the trailer had been pushed from its
storage location by the loading dock to just outside the main door by some of the
younger and stronger club members; when the door was finally opened about 4:30,
the trailer was immediately push in to the building and load-out started, supervised by
Jack Walsh. Once loadout of the trailer was well underway, other members started
bringing in their vehicles for loading as well. All vehicles were loaded by 5:30 and the
trailer rolled out of the building at about 5:40.
On a final note, for those who weren’t at the show, it appears that last difference is
that from now on there won’t be an April Scale Show! Howard announced at this
show that starting next year they will be going to two (2!) shows a year. While the
October show will continue as it has in the past, they will be combining the February
and April shows into a single show, currently planned for the end of March, and eliminate the June show (which BANTRAK usually doesn’t participate in). So I had the honor of coordinating the last April show for BANTRAK. I would like to thank all who participated in this show, with special thanks to my co-coordinator Jeff Peck, who among
other things learned he doesn’t want to be a coordinator. I’d also like to give special
recognition to Martin Myers, who it seems did just about everything at this show. Not
only did he bring the DCC system and its supporting totes as usual, but he also brought
10 modules, towed the trailer, brought and installed Loconet harnesses, and troubleshot electrical gremlins all weekend (including staying to 8:15 on Friday night). I can
honestly say this show wouldn’t have happened without Martin’s efforts! Thanks all
and see you in Bedford!

Tim & Jeff
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Gaithersburg : April Review
Chris Hyland

BANTRAK kicked off it's season at the Gaithersburg community museum on Saturday, April 27 th, 2013. Gaithersburg had
planned a special event to coincide with this. During the early days of Gaithersburg, across from the B&O station was a
farm that grew acres of the Peony flower that were taken by train to DC. To celebrate this important fact in their history,
they chose that date to also have a flower festival as well.
The T-Trak gang arrived at 8.45 in the morning in the station parking lot and quickly set up our layout. It was in
the usual T formation and was made up of modules from Matt G-L, Jeff, Leon, and the Hyland clan (who for once were
not supplying the majority of the layout). The festival kicked off at 10 and we ran trains till 4. A majority of Amtrak trains
seemed to be running around most of the time, but we also had a mixture of all sorts of trains on the layout. Members
that attended the layout besides the guys mentioned were: Tom Long, Matt Whiting, Matt Chibbaro, Christian Peck and
Cliff Enz. We also had a visit by Jim Masters who is thinking of joining our band, Jim Atebello of NVNTrak and also a couple of members of the Baltimore American Flyer Club and the George from the Capital Trackers (O scale) who wanted to
see how we did things from a modular standpoint. We were also visited by the Mayor of the City, Sidney Katz, who always likes to stop by to see the trains. The layout ran smoothly till 4, with running times for all who showed up when we
tore down.
CSX offered non-stop train action of a foreign nature. For some reason up and down the Met was a Canadian
Railfest that no one was informed of, a merger, or even the anniversary of the War of 1812. In addition to the usual line
up of Dash whatever's and SD's in Stark Future or Yellow and Blue with Grey all over pulling car carrier drags was nestled
CN rentals, CP rentals and even a British Columbian Locomotive. What was even more strange is having most of these
lashed together by same road name. Maybe we are being taken over by our northern neighbors. Time to brush up on
knowing “Oh Canada” just in case.
After 4 we tore down the layout and were gone by 4.30. We had our usual get together at Roy Rogers for our
after action thoughts and eating event and called it a day after that. So a successful event once again. Thanks again to the
City of Gaithersburg, especially Nansie Wilde and the rest of the staff at the museum, for letting us set up again this season and to all the members who attended the show and reminded your author that running trains is more than just
cutting large hunks of PVC pipe for subway tubes. It's about hanging out with your pals on a nice sunny day running trains
and train spotting. More about that later in future articles.
See You At The Shows.

Chris “Red Button” Hyland
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Gaithersburg : April Review (continued
(continued))
Chris Hyland

More pics from the show. Enjoy.

Chris
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Railfanning : A Few Shots Around Baltimore
Paul Diley

I grabbed a few shots a few weeks ago on a day off.. Enjoy.

Paul
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News & Notable: 2013 N Scale Convention (21st Annual)
Check out John Sing’s ultra detailed gallery of ALL the action that
happened in 2012 here

Visit the 2013 Convention registration website at
www.NationalNScaleConvention.com
Registration is now OPEN !!!

News & Notable: 2013 NMRA Convention (78th Annual)
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News & Notable: 2013 N Scale Weekend (9h Annual)
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News & Notable: C&P Junction MER Convention
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New & Notable: BANTRAK Online
Ed Kapusinski, Webmaster

Email the webmaster today !!!

EDIITORS NOTE: We are in process of
updating the website. Please be patient.
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Have an idea
for new/
updated web
content?
Contact the
Webmaster
with your ideas!

New & Notable: BANTRAK Membership

Please contact Al for more information on your membership.

Al Palewicz, Membership

Club Member Benefits



The New Roster has been sent out.



The current N-Trak Newsletter can be found here:
http://ntrak.org/Newsletter/NL-13-JF.pdf

Tim & Al

BANTRAK does a significant amount of charitable activity, although we rarely think of it
that way because we get pleasure out of it. When you think about it, that is ”as it
should be” with all “giving from the heart.”
What is our charitable activity? Our major participation is in the B&O Museum’s (which
is a charitable organization) Annual Festival of Trains. Our display has been a major
draw for people to come to the Museum for many years, both recent and in the past.
There are plenty more examples, this is just one.
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Sharing of your knowledge
(railroading & modeling) with others of similar interests



Access to railroading and modeling
knowledge of other members



National exposure and recognition
of your endeavors in modeling



Hands on activities:
Club modules - track, wiring and
scenery. Raffle layout - track and
scenery Members' layouts whatever's asked



Recognition as being part of a
Nationally known club



Purchase of surplus club property &
access to group discounts
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Email the editor and recommend a site !!!

New & Notable: BANTRAK Raffle Layout
The 2013 coordinators (Jeff and Mat) will be starting to brainstorm over the next few months.
Stay tuned for more updates.
(P.S. be sure to see all the pics from the 2012 Raffle build sessions here).

New & Notable: BANTRAK 30th Anniversary Club

The project is coming along nicely and there is a target release date of summer 2013 (just like the real
railroads, we are piggybacking on another order). Current sentiment is to go with a Fox Valley wagon top
boxcar a la B&O and artwork has been finalized from FVM and approved by the committee.
We have confirmed enough Club Members are committed to meet the minimum order.
Questions can be directed to Bob Mohr at a Club Meeting or Show.
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Website of the Month:
Month: Osborn Model Kits

Email the editor and recommend a site !!!

Past Websites

Osborn Model Kits manufactures an extensive line of N scale scenic detail parts. The kind of things that modelers tend to miss when building
there layout. All kits are laser cut and plywood is used wherever possible as it has the greatest advantage to resist warping when painted.
Bass wood is used for non structural parts like posts and ties. Their kits
are simple construction, both experienced and amateur modelers will
enjoy building these kits.
Check out the N Scale section of their website here.

Ashlin Designs
Great Lakes Models
JMRI
Road Signs
Scale Town Models
Citrus Modeling
Aztec Trains
BCWRR
Banta Model Works
GRS Micro Liting
Monster Modelworks
ImagineThatLaserArt
CMR
Prairie Shadows
Lunde Studios
Shapeways

Editor’s Note:
CMR is offering BANTRAK a bulk
order discount on this kit (we need
3 more people) If interested, please
drop me an email.

DCC Corner: (Exploring Digital Command Control)

Email the editor and suggest a DCC topic !!!

Digitrax has updated their Tech Support depot (April 2013)
Check out the updated information here
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Go to the Digitrax webpage, click here.
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Company Store Shirts and Wire Harnesses
Shirt Order Update
The BANTRAK Club shirt order is scheduled to be
completed this week. We will coordinate the pick up of
the shirts from the vendor next week. Hopefully shirts
will be available for distribution at the May meeting.
Tim

Building a module or rescuing an old one? Get your
wire harness. It doesn’t get easier than this. Color coded / pre-installed power poles included.
List Priced at $25 (plus shipping and handling).

For more information contact treasurer@bantrak.net

CLASSIFIEDS : Module for Sale
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Bantrak: Time Machine

Eric

To list your classifieds, Email the editor

From the Archives (October 2004). Enjoy.
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BANTRAK Call Board
(Activities & Events of BANTRAK Club Members)

NMRA Chesapeake Div. Group Mtg.
TBD
Info Contact: Arthur Boyd

Home Layout Work Sessions
Ongoing
Info Contact: Al. Del Gaudio, Eric Payne,
Ed Kapusinski

BANTRAK 2013 Calendar
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Editor: Eric Payne

BANTRAK was founded in 1983 as the Greater Baltimore N-Scale Associates. Begun as a “round robin” group
to share skills and experiences, we have expanded our focus to include participation in many diverse activities to
promote model railroading in general and N-Scale model railroading in particular. Activities include
participation in local, regional and national shows, meets and conventions. BANTRAK membership includes
membership in the national NTRAK organization.

The BANTRAK Newsletter is the official publication of Baltimore Area N-TRAK (BANTRAK), Inc.
This is your newsletter! Please send articles, photos, and suggestions to newsletter@bantrak.net.

This is a listing of all BANTRAK Monthly Meetings, Field Trips, 1-Trak and TTrak events as well as current Volunteer Positions

